Abstract: It has been reported that backward surface waves of Tamm state can be supported by a multilayered metal-dielectric metamaterial with different partner materials, such as left-handed metamaterial or dissimilar metallic-dielectric metamaterial. In this paper, the transfer-matrix method is employed to reveal that transverse-magnetic (TM)-polarized backward surface waves can be realized by a multilayered metal-dielectric metamaterial in contact with a conventional homogenous dielectric medium. Owing to the strong optical nonlocality, the existence of such backward surface waves is proved to be dependent on the order of the metallic/dielectric layers. The relevant anomalous dispersion relations can also be dramatically engineered by varying the unit-cell thickness and the filling factor. Additionally, the distribution of the energy flow is presented to further unfold the physical mechanism of the backward surface waves. Finally, a numerical simulation of backward surface wave excited by a TM-polarized Gaussian beam based on a prism-coupled configuration is displayed.
Introduction
Optical surface waves (SWs), which are a special class of electromagnetic waves propagating along the interface of two dissimilar materials with fields decaying exponentially away from the interface, have been extensively studied in the last century. Owing to their characteristics of field enhancement [1] and localization [2] , and high sensitivity in partner materials [3] , SWs have shown promising potential in many applications, such as optical sensing [4] , integrated optics [5] , nano-optical tweezers [6] , microscopy [7] and communication [8] .
However, the introduction of these SWs is difficult since the fields of SWs should be evanescent in both partner media with Maxwell's equations satisfied at the boundary simultaneously. Typically, SWs can be realized when the partner media have opposite signs of dielectric functions [1] , which leads to surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [9] , or at least one of the partner media is anisotropic, which leads to Dyakonov SWs [10, 11] , or one of the partner media is periodically inhomogeneous in the direction normal to the interface, which leads to Tamm SWs [12, 13] . With the prosperity of nanotechnology in the last two decades, manufactured metamaterials, including shallow metallic gratings [14] , pillar structures [15] and multilayers [16] , provide more possibilities for new types of SWs, such as Dyakonov plasmons [17] , which take over traits from both Dyakonov SWs and SPPs [18] , and Dyakonov-Tamm waves [19, 20] , which combine the aspects of Dyakonov and Tamm SWs. It should be noted that most of these types of SWs are forward waves, in which the vector of energy flow and the corresponding wave share the same direction. Reports on backward SWs, of which the direction of energy flow is opposite to the wave vector, are relatively limited. However, backward SWs possess particular properties, such as high potential in surface-plasmon-based guiding structures [21] , and can be directly demonstrated by the electromagnetic field detection around the photonic crystal surface with a local probe [22] . To fully take advantages of backward SWs, further investigation is required.
The multilayered metal-dielectric metamaterials (MMDMs), which are artificial one-dimensional composites of periodically alternating dielectric and metallic layers, can be engineered so as to constitute an ideal platform for the implementation of unconventional surface states. SWs guided by a homogeneous dielectric medium and an MMDM [23, 24] can be regarded as a generalization of Tamm state, when the metallic and dielectric layers of the MMDM are parallel to the interface separating the two materials [25] . Electromagnetic analogue of Tamm state localized at the interface of different partner media has been extensively researched, including two dissimilar photonic crystals [26] , an MMDM in contact with a left-handed metamaterial [27] , two dissimilar MMDMs [28] , or a hyperbolic metamaterial heterostructure consisting of stacked graphene sheets separated by dielectric layers [29] . Under the condition of long-wavelength approximation [30, 31] , MMDMs are conventionally homogenized as uniaxial media through the effective media approximation (EMA) [32] [33] [34] , which simplifies the procedure of analyzing the electromagnetic response of the MMDMs and provides an intuitive physical insight. Nevertheless, the description of MMDMs through the EMA method is incomplete, as the actual periodicity of MMDMs is not taken into account under the homogenization. It has been reported that both the thickness [35] and the order [24] of the metallic and dielectric layers have significant influence on the optical nonlocality of MMDMs due to the excitation of SPPs, thus resulting in the dispersions and diffraction properties of SWs supported by MMDMs that may severely deviate from the results acquired by the EMA method. In particular, additional backward SWs beyond the prediction of EMA method arise [28] .
In this paper, we demonstrate that transverse-magnetic (TM)-polarized backward SWs can also be implemented by a conventional homogenous dielectric medium in contact with an MMDM. In the first part of our study, anomalous dispersion relations, negative group velocities and a relevant frequency range of the backward SWs, which are intimately associated with the unit-cell thickness, the filling factor and the order of the metallic layer, are investigated through the rigorous transfer-matrix method [36, 37] . Moreover, the physical mechanism of the backward SWs is unraveled by analyzing the distribution of the energy flow in the vicinity of the interface. In the second part of our study, verification of our demonstration is carried out when putting into practice deploying a numerical simulation of a backward SW excited by a TM-polarized Gaussian beam based on a prism-coupled configuration through the finite-element method. Additionally, a simulation of a forward SW is also presented for comparison.
Theoretical Modal and Transfer-Matrix Method for TM-polarized Surface States
The geometry of a system formed by a periodic MMDM in contact with a homogenous isotropic dielectric medium is depicted in Figure 1 . The partner dielectric medium fills the space of y > 0 while the MMDM fills the space of y < 0. The permittivities and thicknesses of the two alternating layers are ε p , L p (blue region) and ε q , L q (yellow region) respectively. The thickness of one unit cell is represented by L = L p + L q . For the case of the upper dielectric layer (UDL) being adjacent to the partner medium, p = d, q = m, while for the case of upper metallic layer (UML) being adjacent to the partner medium, p = m, q = d. Here, the subscripts m and d represent the metallic and dielectric layers, respectively. We defined f = L m /L as the filling factor of the metallic layer, and the permittivity of the metallic layer described by ε m = 1 − 1/Ω 2 was acquired by the Drude model, neglecting the effect of losses with relative frequency Ω = ω/ω p , where ω p and ω are the plasma frequency and the frequency of wave in vacuum, respectively. The plasma wavelength can be written as λ p = 2πc/ω p , where c is the light velocity in vacuum. The non-dispersive dielectric layers are PbS, which has a relatively large permittivity (ε d = 18.8) and has been used in the similar multilayer metamaterials according to a previous report [29] . Without loss of generality, the non-dispersive partner medium was set as air with a relative permittivity ε i = 1. The wave vector of the SWs k SW = (β, 0, 0) is along the x axis, where β is the propagation constant of the SWs. been used in the similar multilayer metamaterials according to a previous report [29] . Without loss of generality, the non-dispersive partner medium was set as air with a relative permittivity 1
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The transfer matrix of single layer j for TM polarization can be given by [38] :
where
is the impedance of free space. From Equation (4), we obtained the transfer matrix for a period of the MMDM as:
in the UDL case, or Next, we derived the dispersion equation of TM-polarized SWs supported by an MMDM and a homogenous dielectric medium based on the transfer-matrix method. The electromagnetic field of plane waves in single layer j (j = d, m) of the MMDM can be written as:
where the wave vector k j± = k 0 β j , ±α j , 0 , and α j and β j are the projections of k j± on the y and x axes in the unit of k 0 , respectively. The ± sign represents the positive and negative running waves along the y axis and E 0j± is the polarization vector, E j± is in the x-y plane while H j± is along the z axis. Owing to the momentum conservation principle, the tangential component of the wave vector along the x axis in both dielectric and metallic layers should remain the same as the propagation constant of the SWs, that is,
The normal component along y axis can be written as:
where Φ j = k 0 α j L j and γ j = α j z 0 /ε j . z 0 = µ 0 /ε 0 is the impedance of free space. From Equation (4), we obtained the transfer matrix for a period of the MMDM as:
in the UDL case, orM
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p are the four components of the 2 × 2 matrixM p . To fulfill the condition of surface confinement of SWs, the Bloch wave number K should contain a positive imaginary part, and hence the field will decay in the MMDM. The impedances of the Bloch waves can be evaluated as:
For the homogenous isotropic medium, the impedance can be expressed as:
From Equations (8) and (9), and according to the tangential field continuity, the dispersion relations of the TM-polarized SWs can be obtained by:
In view of Equation (10), we can numerically calculate the group velocities of the SWs by using:
Dispersion Relations, Group Velocities and Frequency Range of Backward Surface Waves
In accordance with the transfer-matrix method, we depicted the dispersion relations of the TM-polarized surface states with a metallic layer filling factor f = 0.7 for the case of UDL, as shown in Figure 2a . In contrast, the dispersion curve of the SWs obtained through the EMA method, and one of the conventional SPPs at a metal-dielectric interface are also presented. Even in the condition, in which the unit-cell thickness is far smaller than the plasma wavelength (L = 0.01λ p ), the dispersion curves acquired by the transfer-matrix method and the EMA method match each other only when the frequency is evidently below the pole frequency Ω E , at which the propagation constant tends to infinity according to the EMA method. Otherwise, when the frequency is in the vicinity of Ω E , the difference between dispersion curves obtained by the transfer-matrix method and the EMA method becomes significant. The propagation constant tends to infinity at Ω S , which is the bulk plasmon frequency of the conventional SPPs and satisfies
There is a redshift of the dispersion curve calculated by the transfer-matrix method relative to that calculated by EMA method. More importantly, part of the former is anomalously dispersive, thus leading to negative group velocities, as shown in Figure 2b . Hence, the SWs in this condition are backward waves, of which the actual energy propagation direction is opposite to the wave vector.
According to Figure 2a , for smaller propagation constant β close to the light line, the field variation within one unit cell can be regarded as quasi-static. Therefore, relevant dispersions keep consistent with the prediction of the EMA method. However, for larger β, when the wavelength of the SWs is roughly ten times larger than the unit-cell thickness L, the optical nonlocality effect, that is, the field variation within one unit cell becomes much more intensive, appears due to the excitation of surface plasmon modes; thus, the responding dispersions are beyond the EMA method. Under this circumstance, when L is rather small, not exceeding 10% of the plasma wavelength λ p , the coupling of the surface plasmon modes is relatively strong, leading to the anomalous dispersions. The upper threshold frequency Ω up of the anomalous dispersions can be located for the corresponding group velocity v g = 0, as shown in Figure 2b , while the lower threshold frequency Ω low is equal to Ω S . With L increased above 10% of λ p , the coupling of the surface plasmon modes weaken; thus, the corresponding dispersion curve turns back into the normal dispersion before β tends to infinity at Ω S . In this case, Ω low is inferior to Ω S . In both cases, the width of the anomalous dispersion frequency range always shrinks with the increasing L, as shown in Figure 2c . When L is above 40% of λ p , the whole curve becomes normal dispersive, indicating that backward SWs are prohibited. In the limiting case with an extremely large L, the plasmon modes become uncoupled, and hence, the dispersion curve eventually coincides with the one of the conventional SPPs excited at a single interface between a semi-infinite metal and a PbS dielectric medium. Moreover, the sensitivity of Ω up modulated by L is within 0.28ω p /λ p ∼ 0.34ω p /λ p (0.82 THz/nm~0.99 THz/nm for λ p = 320 nm), while the one of Ω low is within 0 ∼ 0.1ω p /λ p (0~0.29 THz/nm for λ p = 320 nm). According to Figure 2a , for smaller propagation constant β close to the light line, the field variation within one unit cell can be regarded as quasi-static. Therefore, relevant dispersions keep consistent with the prediction of the EMA method. However, for larger β , when the wavelength of the SWs is roughly ten times larger than the unit-cell thickness L , the optical nonlocality effect, that is, the field variation within one unit cell becomes much more intensive, appears due to the excitation of surface plasmon modes; thus, the responding dispersions are beyond the EMA method. The dispersion relations of the backward SWs can also be modulated by changing the filling factor f in the UDL case. In Figure 3 , we presented the dispersion relations, relevant group velocities and anomalous dispersion frequency range of the TM-polarized surface states with different filling factors when the unit-cell thickness was set as L = 0.3λ p . For f above 0.87, the dispersion curve unfolds normal dispersive when β is in the vicinity of the light line. With the increasing β, once the frequency reaches Ω up , the dispersion curve becomes anomalous dispersive until it is cut off at Ω S with related β achieving infinity. When f is within the range of 0.64-0.87, the lower threshold frequency Ω low of the anomalous dispersion is smaller than Ω S . Yet, the whole dispersion curve always maintains normal dispersive with f lower than 0.64. In general, regardless of the unit-cell thickness, the filling factor should surpass 0.5 in order to support anomalous dispersion relations. For the EMA method, the dispersion relations are independent of the order of the dielectric and metallic layers, as the effective permittivity tensors of the MMDM in both the UDL and UML cases remain the same. However, different orders of dielectric and metallic layers may lead to different surface plasmon modes, which will cause further impact on the dispersions of the surface states. Therefore, the order of the metallic and dielectric layers may be a key factor for the existence of backward SWs. In Figure 4 , we showed the dispersion relations of TM-polarized surface state in the UML case while keeping other conditions unchanged. Compared to the UDL case, there is a blue shift of the dispersion curves calculated by the transfer-matrix method from one of the EMA method. Under such a circumstance, though still being affected by both the unit-cell thickness and filling factor, the dispersion relations maintain normal dispersive. Moreover, in the limiting case with an extremely large unit-cell thickness, the dispersion curve tends to coincide with that of the SPPs excited at a single interface of a semi-infinite metal and air, due to the absence of coupling effect.
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The dispersion relations of the backward SWs can also be modulated by changing the filling factor f in the UDL case. In Figure 3 , we presented the dispersion relations, relevant group velocities and anomalous dispersion frequency range of the TM-polarized surface states with different filling factors when the unit-cell thickness was set as 0. For the EMA method, the dispersion relations are independent of the order of the dielectric and metallic layers, as the effective permittivity tensors of the MMDM in both the UDL and UML cases remain the same. However, different orders of dielectric and metallic layers may lead to different surface plasmon modes, which will cause further impact on the dispersions of the surface states. Therefore, the order of the metallic and dielectric layers may be a key factor for the existence of backward SWs. In Figure 4 , we showed the dispersion relations of TM-polarized surface state in the UML case while keeping other conditions unchanged. Compared to the UDL case, there is a blue shift of the dispersion curves calculated by the transfer-matrix method from one of the EMA method. Under such a circumstance, though still being affected by both the unit-cell thickness and filling factor, the dispersion relations maintain normal dispersive. Moreover, in the limiting case with an extremely large unit-cell thickness, the dispersion curve tends to coincide with that of the In Figure 5 , we displayed the profiles of the tangential components H t of the magnetic field and the time-averaged Poynting vector S t according to the propagation constants and related frequencies acquired at Points A and B in Figure 2a and Point C in Figure 4a . For the UDL case, the field is confined at the boundary between the dielectric and metallic layers of the first bilayer unit, which is adjacent to the partner medium, as shown in Figure 5a ,c. Hence, the optical nonlocality in this case is mainly caused by the surface plasmon modes excited at the boundary between the dielectric and metallic layers. However, for the UML case, optical nonlocality is mostly due to the surface plasmon modes at the boundary between the upper metallic layer and the partner medium according to the location of the field confinement shown in Figure 5e . In addition, from Figure 5b ,d,f, it should be noted that S t remains positive in the dielectric layers and the partner dielectric medium but negative in the metallic layers, indicating that the energy flow in the dielectric layers and the partner dielectric medium is in the same direction with the wave vector of the SW, while the energy flow in the metallic layers is opposite to the direction of the wave vector of the SW. For the anomalous dispersive SW shown in Figure 5b , the energy flow in metallic layers is dominant; therefore, the SW unfolds backward wave characteristics. On the contrary, for the normal dispersive SWs shown in Figure 5d ,f, the energy flow in the partner dielectric medium predominates; thus, these SWs unfold forward wave characteristics.
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SPPs excited at a single interface of a semi-infinite metal and air, due to the absence of coupling effect. In Figure 5 , we displayed the profiles of the tangential components t H of the magnetic field and the time-averaged Poynting vector t S according to the propagation constants and related frequencies acquired at Points A and B in Figure 2a and Point C in Figure 4a . For the UDL case, the field is confined at the boundary between the dielectric and metallic layers of the first bilayer unit, which is adjacent to the partner medium, as shown in Figure 5a ,c. Hence, the optical nonlocality in this case is mainly caused by the surface plasmon modes excited at the boundary between the dielectric and metallic layers. However, for the UML case, optical nonlocality is mostly due to the surface plasmon modes at the boundary between the upper metallic layer and the partner medium according to the location of the field confinement shown in Figure 5e . In addition, from Figure 5b ,d,f, it should be noted that t S remains positive in the dielectric layers and the partner dielectric medium but negative in the metallic layers, indicating that the energy flow in the dielectric layers and the partner dielectric medium is in the same direction with the wave vector of the SW, while the energy flow in the metallic layers is opposite to the direction of the wave vector of the SW. For the anomalous dispersive SW shown in Figure 5b , the energy flow in metallic layers is dominant; 
Numerical Simulations of Backward Surface Waves Excited by a TM-Polarized Gaussian Beam Based on the Prism-Coupled Configuration
The prism-coupled configuration has been widely used in the excitation of various types of surface modes, such as SPPs [9] , Dyakonov SWs [11] and Dyakonov-Tamm waves [20] . Our aim in this section is to verify the backward SWs of anomalous dispersion relations based on a prism-coupled configuration through the finite-element method. As depicted in Figure 6 , a prism with a large refraction index n p is placed onto the partner medium with a confined thickness h. Both the permittivities of the partner medium and the dielectric layers remain unchanged. Additionally, we extended the simulation to a more practical case when the permittivity of the metallic layers becomes complex in the Drude form as
, considering the metallic losses.
Here, Γ is the damping coefficient, which is assumed to be 1 × 10 11 s −1 for low loss metallic material. In this condition, the imaginary part of the metallic permittivity only leads to a limited propagation length of the SWs, while corresponding dispersion relations calculated in the last section remain unchanged as the phase transition in the metallic layers is still insignificant [39] . A Gaussian beam with a beam waist G w radiates obliquely from the prism to the partner medium, and the SWs can be excited in the vicinity of the interface separating the MMDM and the partner medium (at the x-z plane in Figure 6 ) by properly modulating h. In principle, this scenario is able to occur only if the tangential wave vector component of the Gaussian beam equals to the propagation constants of the SWs.
prism-coupled configuration through the finite-element method. As depicted in Figure 6 , a prism with a large refraction index p n is placed onto the partner medium with a confined thickness h .
Both the permittivities of the partner medium and the dielectric layers remain unchanged. Additionally, we extended the simulation to a more practical case when the permittivity of the metallic layers becomes complex in the Drude form as
, considering the metallic losses. Here, Γ is the damping coefficient, which is assumed to be 11 1 1 10 s − × for low loss metallic material. In this condition, the imaginary part of the metallic permittivity only leads to a limited propagation length of the SWs, while corresponding dispersion relations calculated in the last section remain unchanged as the phase transition in the metallic layers is still insignificant [39] . A Gaussian beam with a beam waist w G radiates obliquely from the prism to the partner medium, and the SWs can be excited in the vicinity of the interface separating the MMDM and the partner medium (at the x -z plane in Figure 6 ) by properly modulating h . In principle, this scenario is able to occur only if the tangential wave vector component of the Gaussian beam equals to the propagation constants of the SWs. Figure 7a displays the magnetic field distribution of the backward SW with the propagation constant and related frequency acquired at Point A of the dispersion curve in Figure 2a . By properly adjusting the thickness of the partner dielectric medium, the light beam of the SW can be on the same side of the normal with the incident beam, which is similar to the negative refraction Figure 2a . By properly adjusting the thickness of the partner dielectric medium, the light beam of the SW can be on the same side of the normal with the incident beam, which is similar to the negative refraction phenomenon, revealing the fact that the direction of the energy flow is opposite to the wave vector of the SW along the x axis. Moreover, according to the magnification of the white rectangle, as shown in Figure 7b , the field distributed in the MMDM is far stronger than that in the partner dielectric medium, which verifies the fact that the energy flow is mainly in the MMDM for the backward SW, indicated by Figure 5 . As a contrast, Figure 8a displays the forward SW with the propagation constant and related frequency acquired at Point C of the dispersion curve in Figure 4a . In this case, the light beam of the SW and the incident beam are on different sides of the normal, indicating that the propagation direction of the energy flow is in the same direction with the wave vector component of the SW along the x axis. Furthermore, in the light of the magnification of the white rectangle (see Figure 8a ) depicted in Figure 8b , the field is mainly distributed in the partner dielectric medium; thus, the energy flow in the partner dielectric medium is dominant under this circumstance.
In this case, the light beam of the SW and the incident beam are on different sides of the normal, indicating that the propagation direction of the energy flow is in the same direction with the wave vector component of the SW along the x axis. Furthermore, in the light of the magnification of the white rectangle (see Figure 8a ) depicted in Figure 8b , the field is mainly distributed in the partner dielectric medium; thus, the energy flow in the partner dielectric medium is dominant under this circumstance. propagation constant and related frequency acquired at Point C of the dispersion curve in Figure 4a . In this case, the light beam of the SW and the incident beam are on different sides of the normal, indicating that the propagation direction of the energy flow is in the same direction with the wave vector component of the SW along the x axis. Furthermore, in the light of the magnification of the white rectangle (see Figure 8a ) depicted in Figure 8b , the field is mainly distributed in the partner dielectric medium; thus, the energy flow in the partner dielectric medium is dominant under this circumstance. Magnification of the white rectangle in (a). The region between the two dashed lines is the partner medium.
Conclusions
In summary, TM-polarized backward SWs implemented by a conventional homogenous dielectric medium in contact with an MMDM is theoretically demonstrated. By deploying the transfer-matrix method, backward SWs of anomalous dispersions have been proved to be closely 
In summary, TM-polarized backward SWs implemented by a conventional homogenous dielectric medium in contact with an MMDM is theoretically demonstrated. By deploying the transfer-matrix method, backward SWs of anomalous dispersions have been proved to be closely related to the optical nonlocality caused by surface plasmon modes of the MMDM with an upper dielectric layer being adjacent to the partner dielectric medium, and appear only when the energy flow in the metallic layers is dominant. Owing to the optical nonlocality, the dispersion relations of the backward SWs are highly dependent on the periodicity of the MMDM that the frequency range of the backward SWs can be engineered by varying the unit-cell thickness or the filling factor. Moreover, based on the prism-coupled configuration, the light beam of the backward SW locates on the same side of the normal with the incident beam. A sharp contrast is thus displayed when comparing to the forward SW, in which the corresponding light beam and the incident beam are located at the different sides of the normal. By means of thin layer electrodeposition technology, such as the electrochemical atomic layer epitaxy method [40] , this phenomenon may contribute to the ultimate goal of complete control of spatially propagating waves and SWs. 
